Midwestern State University has benefited from the generosity of our donors. Words cannot express the appreciation we have for the support through these gifts. Those included in the following list provided donations during MSU’s 2017-2018 fiscal year (September 1, 2017 to present date).

This donor listing is updated on a monthly basis on the website. Thank you for your continued support of Midwestern State University.

DONOR LISTING

Belinda Lee Alberry ('80, '03)  Christina ('13) and Josh ('12) Loeffler
Bekah Tellier Alexander (96)  Nancy (71, 73) and Steve (73, 74) Mabie
Donna Sue (77, 10) and Steven L. (76) Bacchus  McAlister’s Deli
Dr. Bill Barrow (69)  Janet and Scott Meddaugh
Susan and Leonard (83) Berbee  Tina (79, '84, 96) and Lyle (98) Moore
Sue Ann Berend (89, '92)  Jeong Tae Ok
Beverly Bolin  Tom S. Patty (60)
Michelle (96) and Kyle Bruns  Brian Rater (92)
Ajai Cadambi, M.D. (82)  Carolyn and Tom Sanders
Cody A. Canafax (09)  Jon B. Scales (88)
Adam Culley (17)  Darlene K. Simpson
Nancy A. Daniel (00)  Dawn Slavens
Sheryl (82, '01) and Rick Dixon  Richard Strahan
Nancy (71, '73) and Steve (73, '74) Mabie  Dr. and Mrs. Eldon H. Sund
Steven E. Elkwere  Britta (94) and Kyle ('93) Swanson
Arthur R. Essler (78)  Nikhil Vangeti (17)
Beverly S. Fisher (92)  Drs. Heidi and Roy (86, '90) Vogtsberger
Norma Bunch Glenn (76)  Gary Volberding ('61)
Ranette (76, 78) and Pat (75, '88) Halverson  Gail and David White
Sue (79) and Royce Holland  Wichita County Medical Society
IHS  Magaly and Chet Zachary
Ajay Dinakar Kandavalli (17)  Anonymous (7)
Eugenia and Frank-Paul King  *deceased
Robbie Kouri (69)  Mrs. Sammie W. Kouri
Mrs. Sammie W. Kouri  Carley (05) and Steven (14, '17) Kundert

ENDOWMENTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
The following list reflects donations made to the College of Science and Mathematics to create endowment funds or scholarships. We have made every effort to be accurate in our listing and apologize if any mistake or omission has been made. All gifts are deeply appreciated.

Ayres Mechanical Engineering Scholarship
Mary L. Bates Scholarship
Cicero H. Bernard Scholarship
Emma Beyer and John and Pauline Abbott Pre-Med Scholarship
Margaret Kadane Binger Scholarship
Bourland Hawley Scholarship
Elouise Bryant Brackeen Scholarship
Martha Reynolds Brady Memorial Scholarship
D. Clifford Burross, M.D. Pre-Med Scholarship
Class of '71 Scholarship
Crenshaw/Descartes Scholarship
Verner and Lena Crofford Scholarship
Walter and Rose Dalquest Graduate Research Fellowship
Estelle Harmel Daniel Scholarship
Orion A. Daniel Computer Science Scholarship
Desk and Derrick Club of Wichita Falls Scholarship
Helen Easton Gee Memorial Scholarship
Give Something Back Academic Scholarship
Roland Gouldy Memorial Scholarship
Jack Grace Scholarship
B.B. Greever Pre-Med Scholarship
W.D. ‘Dub’ Hale Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Frank H. Harrison and Rose King Harrison Scholarship
Marion, Lucille and James Hart Memorial Scholarship
Jack W. Hayden Engineering Technology Scholarship
Dr. Norman Horner Biology Scholarship
Louie Huffman Mathematics and Computer Science Scholarship
Carroll F. Johnson Scholarship
Drake Kay Scholarship
Sammie W. and Pauline M. Kouri Physics Scholarship
Max Kruger Memorial Math Scholarship
Mark Lax Scholarship
James S. Maxwell Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Maurice McCall Scholarship
James N. McCoy Engineering Scholarship
James N. McCoy Physics Scholarship
Charles P. McGaha Scholarship
Joe Bob McHam Memorial Scholarship
E.W. Moran Geology Scholarship
Morgan Sisters Mathematics Scholarship
Richard Noe Memorial Scholarship
North Texas Geological Society Scholarship
Kathryn Oldom Scholarship
Kindel Paulk Math Scholarship
Dr. Rafael Perez Pre-Dental Scholarship
Petroleum Geology Scholarship
George N. Prescott Memorial Pre-Medical Scholarship
Priddy Foundation College of Science and Mathematics Endowment
Robert Roth Memorial Geology Scholarship
Wallace and Freida Ryle Physics Scholarship
Paul Scheurer Mechanical Engineering Scholarship
Nancy Scott Biology Scholarship
Henry and Nora Seifert Computer Science Scholarship
David Shih Memorial Scholarship
Spencer Physics Scholarship
Dr. Eldon Sund Chemistry Scholarship
Dr. Jackie Watkins Memorial Scholarship
Robert A. Welch Foundation Chemistry Scholarship
Charles A. Weeth Memorial Scholarship
David and Gail White Scholarship
Erle White Engineering Technology Scholarship
Wichita County Medical Society Pre-Med Scholarship
Dr. Rickey Williams Scholarship

THANK YOU for being a part of this special community of donors at Midwestern State University. Your support makes a difference on campus!

To report an error or omission, please contact Patricia Lowry at (940) 397-4539 or by email at givetoMSU@mwsu.edu.

A final listing of the Honor Roll of Donors for fiscal year 2016-2017 is located at: https://mwsu.edu/HonorRoll

For information about the MSU Annual Fund, call (940) 397-4539 or by e-mail at givetoMSU@mwsu.edu.